How to view a User’s Current Access Privileges in Sailpoint

Log into Sailpoint IIQ here: https://identityiq.psu.edu

From your homepage, click the view identity quick link.
Here you will see yourself and any direct reports you may have. Click the **manage** button for any identity to view its details. If you need to look at someone who isn’t yourself or a direct report, use the search bar at the top right by entering that user’s 9 digit ID and clicking the **magnifying glass**.
Click **access** on the left side of the window. The roles window will show what access a user has. The name of the role, how it was acquired, which application it belongs to and the application specific account name are displayed. Roles listed as **assigned** are **business roles** (what functions you can perform) and roles listed as **detected** are **IT roles** (what data you can see). This list is searchable by using the **magnifying glass** at the top right.

This concludes the view a user’s access instructions.